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I am not come to destroy the law 
 
 
 

“Think not that I am come to destroy the law or prophets: I am not come to destroy, but to 
fulfill, for verily, I say unto you, till Heaven and Earth pass, one jot or one title shall in no wise 
pass from the law, till all be fulfilled (Matthew, 5:17 & 18)”. JESUS. 
 
 
 

Jesus said that he did not come to destroy the law, but is necessary to understand that Jesus 
was referring to the Divine Law, not to the increasing made by the human authorities. He came to 
fulfill and to develop the sense of morality that was very little practiced.  

When we think about destruction, at once, come to our imagination a complete change; you 
need to abolish one old procedure to begin another one, so who destroy somewhat, drop all the 
references till then learned. In our lives we are confronted with a lot of situations which demands 
changes in our behaviors and attitudes, but it’s not easy to be open to change, frequently we face the 
opportunity to change as a threat of destroy somewhat we take long effort to acquire, so we feel 
upset because suddenly we lose the comfort zone, and we don’t know how to react and what the 
others will think of our reaction. The destruction is ever associated with a feeling of evil, but without 
destruction we can’t broke the mechanism of stagnation. The existence and nature of the spiritual 
word is based in a succession of beginnings and ends, but the essence, the spirit, we don’t know 
when it was created - although we know it is immortal. Based on this certainty we understand a 
fragment of the truth, but we have not the absolute truth until we develop ourselves to one stage 
named by  Allan Kardec as pure spirit, or else, the maximum level of the evolution achieved 
throughout the successive reincarnations.  

To fulfill the law means to accomplish the moral laws which are storage in our conscience, the 
universal rights and duties naturally accepted by the mankind as a model of honesty and virtue. 
Jesus was The Most Perfect Reformed as we ever had! He came to reform our souls, our feelings 
and improve our understanding about the Universal laws contained into the Decalogue of The Ten 
Commandments.  

When we intend to reform our house, for example, we follow a work route to fix the materials; it 
is our rule to succeed in order to embellish our home - at same way, to beautify our spirit, to grow into 
the scale of perfection, we should start our intimate reform perceiving ourselves just how we are nor 
how we want to appear for the others. For this we need to fix up old habits, is not necessary to 
destroy our feelings, our culture – we should do right now a plan of imagination, close an agreement 
with yourself and don’t shamed you to telling the truth!  

When you discover your truth, it will destroy your weakness and allow you to break your proud 
to realize that your spiritual growth depend exclusively of your determination. 
 
 
RINALDO DE SANTIS. 
 
 


